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Greek-Latin
Vocabulary: Unit 3

Grade
4th



PERFECT FOR:
• Class Lessons

• Independent Work

• Small groups/Partners

9 Weeks of
Vocabulary Activities
CONSISTENT WEEKLY 

SCHEDULE:
•Monday: Introduce

•Tuesday: Review

•Wednesday: Passage

•Thursday: Game

• Friday: Quiz



WORKS WELL TO:
• Introduce Roots/Affixes

•Reference and Review

Anchor Charts
AND VOCABULARY CARDS



Practice Pages 
AND a Weekly Quiz

GREAT FOR:
• Independent Work

• Small Groups/Partners

• Centers



A Variety of Games

CAN BE USED FOR:
• Small groups/partners

• Class Games

• Ready to Use Centers

• Test Prep

DIGITAL IS NO PREP AND IS SELF-GRADING!



WHY USE STANDARDS-ALIGNED

This resource includes 300+ pages of print-and-go
Greek-Latin practice and a NO PREP digital version (in 
self-grading Google Forms) to target essential 
vocabulary CCSS standards (and other similar 
standards). This bundle can help you SAVE TIME and 
make instructional lesson planning so much easier! 
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You’ll have a complete, ready-to-use bundle of 
Greek-Latin resources to help increase your students’ 
word knowledge and vocabulary. This resource can 
help you easily supplement your reading block and 
can be used for independent work, reading centers, or
whole-class games.

Using this NINE WEEK bundle of GREEK-LATIN activities
you can streamline planning and stop the endless 
searching! Everything you need for consistent, 
focused word skills and strategies practice is here, 
and the best part…it’s all in ONE PLACE! You’ll be able 
to teach Greek-Latin vocabulary confidently from the 
very first day!

GREEK-LATIN VOCABULARY?



EDITABLE EXTRA PAGES
TO USE WITH ANY ROOT/AFFIX

GREAT FOR:
• Small groups/partners

• Class Games

• Ready to Use Centers

• Test Prep



1 Root/Affix Each Week
8 Words Per Week
INCLUDES THESE 

ROOTS OR AFFIXES:

Week 1: flu

Week 2: auto

Week 3: dia

Week 4: fin, finit

Week 5: dec

Week 6: cent

Week 7: ology

Week 8: ologist

Week 9: ten

7 EXTRA WORDS EACH 

WEEK FOR ENRICHMENT!



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:

How could this nine-week bundle be used in 
my classroom? This resource is extremely versatile. 
Many teachers will use the Greek-Latin Vocabulary as part 
of their literacy stations. You can also use the materials for 
Independent work, small groups, whole-class games, 
partner practice, exit slips, or test prep too.
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What age is best suited for this Greek-Latin 
Vocabulary Unit? This resource is aligned to 4th grade 
reading standards. The resource can also be used with 
older students in need of extra practice and support or for
enrichment for younger students. Teachers, homeschool 
educators, and tutors have used the materials successfully.

Which classrooms would benefit from Greek-
Latin Vocabulary practice like this? This nine-week 
set of vocabulary is for you if your reading curriculum is 
lacking when it comes to focused Greek-Latin word 
practice. If you’d like to stop endlessly searching for 
engaging vocabulary that aligns with essential reading 
standards and are looking for a consistent, easy-to-use
vocabulary system, this bundle is for you. 



SAVE more and get MORE when you purchase the

CLICK HERE to take a look!
YEARLONG BUNDLE

https://the-teacher-next-door.com/product/greek-latin-roots-prefixes-and-suffixes-vocabulary-yearlong-bundle-for-4th-grade/
https://the-teacher-next-door.com/product/greek-latin-roots-prefixes-and-suffixes-vocabulary-yearlong-bundle-for-4th-grade/


At The Teacher Next Door, we know that you strive to be an effective 
reading teacher while maintaining a healthy work-life balance. In 

order to do that, you need resources that are impactful, yet simple. 
The problem is that most reading resources and curriculums out 
there are far from simple. The pages upon pages of daily lesson 

plans are just plain overwhelming. We believe teachers should be 
living their lives outside the classroom, and not spending hours 

lesson planning and searching for resources.

Now, more than ever, teachers need space to be 
themselves which is why we create and support teachers 

with timesaving tips and standards-aligned resources.

We can’t wait to help you get started.
A NOTE ABOUT OUR CEO AND FOUNDER: Jenn 

Larson is the creator and founder of The Teacher 
Next Door. With over 20 years of experience in the 
classroom and a Master’s Degree in Curriculum 

and Instruction, Jenn specializes in creating 
resources for upper elementary students. Her 

goal is to support teachers by providing ready-
to-use resources that target standards and help 

students grow in amazing ways.

REACH OUT AT: contact@the-teacher-next-door.com
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